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Technical Volume 

 

1. Identification and Significance of the Problem or Opportunity. 

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming increasingly important in fields such as machine learning (ML) and 

computer vision (CV), and its applications in unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) and unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are 

driving substantial growth.  The U.S. Department of Defense's (DoD) search for asymmetric advantages is further 

accelerating the development of AI technology, which has the potential to revolutionize the way the military operates by 

providing greater situational awareness (SA) and decision support.  The eXeL AI Platform Ecosystem is an interchangeable 

mobile system that uses remote imaging sensors, AI/CV models, and edge computing to autonomously execute user-defined 

tasks.  It can be used for multi-domain operations, with IVAS and soldier mounted cameras tied to UGVs, sUAS, mUAS, and 

fly-by-wire F16s.  It allows for a common operating picture, enhanced SA, real-time decision making, and risk assessments. 

The platform also provides a digital twin, enabling AI autopilot adaptive execution, and can be easily expanded with 

additional hardware, sensors, AI/ML models, and autonomous flight behaviors. This technology not only provides real-time 

insights to government and enterprise organizations, but also reduces cognitive load to operators and allows for fit-for-

purpose mission specific AI/ML packages to be downloaded and applied to each sensor. 

2. Key Technical challenges and Risks 

Key risks are related to available off the shelf capabilities for AI/ML training, modular compute options and standardization, 

hardware-in-the-loop simulation, and AI Agents and Behaviors.  AI / ML training and scalability relies on sensor expertise, 

data annotation and labeling, data augmentation, auto labeling, and clearances around the data to properly ensure 

confidentiality.  Having expert AI/ML research, DevOps, and consultants are also useful to ensure optimal models are 

executed properly.  Modular compute availability for different TOPS and SWaP needs are also required, to be easily 

interchanged with proper software architecture in place, so teams may take advantage of the latest AI compute chipsets.  In 

order to speed up global development, software simulations on the various aircraft and edge compute capabilities must also 

enable the rapid prototyping and testing of software code.  Having the ability to simulated hardware in the loop, or HITL 

makes it ideal to develop and test along the full development cycle prior to deploying to actual hardware. AI agents and 

UAS/UGV flight behaviors applied to permission planning and simulation of the mission help reduce risk to mission.  This 

ensures live ops are properly risk-reduced, while also enabling a more automated post mission playback to enable AAR (after 

action reviews).  

The IVAS system SWaP is of particular concern for face paced, high risk, and sensitive missions due to its potential to detect 

hostile forces. This is enabled by its integrated 850 nm infrared laser and LiDAR in addition to an easily detected 

electromagnetic signature. To effectively achieve real-time sensor fusion and geolocation from the various systems, the 

utilization of large advanced compute packages, such as Palantir's TITAN, is necessary; however, these large compute 

packages have yet to be widely deployed. 

 

3. Phase 1 - 4 Work Plan Outline 
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Technical Objectives By Phase 

Scope: Multi-drone IVAS enabled mission with real-time output, UGV and custom drone integration, ruggedized AI 

deployment, mission planning with SATCO, mUAS (VBAT) and AI payload. 

1. Integrating Drones into a Multi-Drone Mission with Real-Time Output into real-time 3D Engine 

 Phase 1 incorporates 3 drones (FLIR, Teal, etc) to create and complete a multi-drone mission with integration 
into real-time output into a Live2Sim demo (Cesium’s Unreal 5 + One World Terrain, or equivalent). 

2.  Integrating UGV, Heavy Lift Drone, and Custom Drone with eXeL AI Edge Processing 

 Phase 2 integrates a UGV (Ghost Robotics, Boston Dynamics, ect) along with a heavy lift drone with laser 
designation and a custom drone equipped with Axon taser, all equipped with eXeL AI’s edge processing into 
Tomahawk’s RAID and/or Kinesis platform which already integrates into Athena AI detection and ATAK. 

3.  Ruggedized AI Deployment of mUAS Aircrafts + Project Convergence ‘23/24: 

 Phase 3 includes Project Convergence '23/24 and will include JADC2 integration and ruggedized deployment 
of additional mUAS aircrafts, such AeroVironment and Quantum Systems, with basic autonomous AI flight 
behaviors from partners to complete high priority CONOPs with UGVs and sUAS. 

4.  Mission Planning Process: Utilizing SATCO, VBAT 228 and Trillium AI Edge Payload 

 Phase 4 of the mission planning process involves the implementation of Honeywell SatCom, a VBAT 228 and 
Trillium AI edge capable payload (HD95 – MVS - LD) to enable laser designation on a fixed wing VTOL unit. 
This will provide simulation of various desired effects. 

 

 

Task Outline: 

✓ Ph1-TO-01: MVP of 3x drones with existing FLIR sensors and Muve 360 MVP1.0 w/ IVAS integration 

✓ Ph1-TO-02: Software MVP for UI/UX with drafted UI/UX of auto-notifications highlighting targets of interest 

✓ Ph2-TO-03: Integration of single GPU for AI edge compute along w/ UGV integration  

• Ph2-TO-04: Integration of multiple AI edge compute/GPU modules + heavy lift LD UAS and custom taser drone 

• Ph2-TO-05: IVAS integration to Tomahawk controller w/ AI edge compute, Kägwerks & In-App approvals 

• Ph2-TO-06: Software Design with auto-notification & “In-App” real-time escalations and approvals  

• Ph3-TO-07: Testing 01 of Alpha eXeL AI MVP1.5 with IVAS accessible approvals 

• Ph3-TO-08: AI/ML Model Dev 01: Iterate on selected AI/ML models, AI autonomous behaviors, and use cases 

• Ph3-TO-09: Final hardware selection and production ready enclosures and deployments 

• Ph3-TO-10: Testing 02 of Beta eXeL AI Prototype with an MVP2.0 of edge compute and integration for JADC2  

 

• Ph4-TO-11: AI/ML Model Dev 02: Securely LIVE update new AI/ML models & autonomous AI behaviors 

• Ph4-TO-12: SatCom integration of Honeywell system, and A2AD demo of MVP2.5 

• Ph4-TO-13: Final Hardware and Software deployment with most recent Software and AI models (MVP3.0) 

 

Milestone Schedule:       Description     Deliverable                                    

 FD  + 6 month    Ph 1: Drone Mapping Integration   MVP Demo + Deployed UI/UX w/ Approvals 

 FD  + 9 month    Ph 2: Robotic Automation Integration Robotic Automation Integration  

 FD  + 12 month    Ph 3: UAS/UGV AI Deployment  Artificial Intelligence Deployment  

 FD  + 18 month    Ph 4: Testing / Prototype Iterations   Mission Planning Optimization 

 

 Note: FD  = Funding Date + Team Assigned 

 

Progress Reports 

o Planned report outs after each desired milestone, to be outlined in SOW (statement of work). 

o Alpha Unit feedback on system MVP1.0 designed for customer feedback. 

o Beta Unit feedback on system    MVP1.5 designed for prototype iterations 

o Delivery of system MVP2.0 with specific feature enhancements outlined for commercial ready system (MVP3.0). 

o Launch commercial ready system of UGV/UAS tied to IVAS system, with decision making protocols built-in. 
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ROM: Rough Orders of Magnitude      Phase 1- 4 Total Spend:   $18,000,000 

 

  
Ph 1:  

Drone Mapping 

Integration 

Ph 2:  
Robotic Automation 

Integration 

Ph 3:  
UAS/UGV AI 

Deployment 

Ph 3:  
Testing / Prototype 

Iterations 
Labor # FTE 5 10 15 20 
Labor Costs $1,000,000 $2,000,000 $1,500,000 $2,000,000 
Material Asset - Costs $200,000 700,000 1,500,000 1,600,000 
Partnership + Investment  $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $2,000,000 
Total, $ $2,200,000 $4,700,000 $5,000,000 $5,600,000 

 

Material – Asset Costs:  Details 

 

Phase Hardware Qty  Budget  

1 Teal 2 2              35  

Hadron 640R 6              25  

FLIR Drone 1              25  

Tomahawk kinesis 2              30  

3D Model Dev - Unreal 5 1                 5  

3D Model - Assets 10              10  

Contingency - Addn'l Needs 1              70  

             200  

    

Phase Hardware Qty  Budget  

2 Ghost Robotics Vision 60 1           160  

Axon Taser 1                 2  

Custom Drone + Mount 1              20  

Heavy Lift 1              80  

Laser Designation Payload 1           200  

GPU - Non-Rugged 6              30  

Contingency - Addn'l Needs 1           208  

             700  

    

Phase Hardware Qty  Budget  

3 Ruggedized GPU Compute 1           120  

mUas Quantum Systems 1              25  

Payload - Trillium HD95-LD 1           500  

mUAS AeroVironment 1           800  

Contingency - Addn'l Needs 1              55  

         1,500  

    

Phase Hardware Qty  Budget  

4 mUAS - VBAT 228 1       1,200  

Honeywell - SatCom 1           200  

Contingency - Addn'l Needs 1           200  

         1,600  
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4. Related Work. 

Currently De-Risking Strategies has developed a proof of concept using multiple sensors, with AI models to detect multiple 

objects.  We also have the capability to assess a specific tag of a detailed object (person or asset identification).  The basis for the 

AI/ML system is fully implemented under our educational initiative: eXeL AI.   

United States Patent Application for “SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MULTISENSOR, MULTI-LAYER TARGETED 

LABELING AND USER INTERFACES THEREFOR”Patents have also been secured for the following:  

• U.S. Provisional Patent App. No. 63/117,291   

• Patent Pub.No.: US2022/0164611 A1 

 

 

 

eXeL AI will leverage existing work with real-time situational awareness, command and control in 3D AR, and intuitive 

interfaces leverage sensor fusion and unmanned systems. 

 

5. Relationship with Future Research or Research and Development. 

 

The integration of JADC2 with modular edge AI compute options and modular code bases can significantly reduce development 

time and increase value capture for businesses. Simulating Human-in-the-Loop (HITL) further expedites integrations and 

enhances service engagements. By combining internal automation tools with Nvidia’s Omniverse automation capabilities, 

businesses can leverage cloud and edge compute solutions for both Jetson and AX000 product lines, stimulating pull-through 

activity for other eXeL AI businesses and enabling decision-making protocols across marketing, customer service, operations, and 

finance. Consequently, this will enable other company offerings and services to be pulled through across businesses. 
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6. Key Personnel. 

Alex Seguin - Principal Investigator 

Institution Location Major/Area of Study Degree Year 

- University of Texas  

- Auburn University 

- Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) 

- University of Texas 

- University of Harvard 

Austin, TX 

Auburn, AL 

Boston, MA 

Austin, TX 

Cambridge, MA 

- Chemical Engineering 

-  Masters in Business Admin 

- Artificial Intelligence 

Implications to Business Strategy 

- PGP AI/ML - Business Analytics 

- Business Analytics Program 

BSCE 

MBA 

Certificate 

 6-mth Cert  

18-mth Cert 

2008 

2016 

  

 2018 

 2021 

Jan 2020-

Mar 2022 

 

Positions 

From Position Titles 

2022 

2021-2022 

2020-Present 

 

 2019-2020 

 2018-2019 

 2017-2018 

 2012-2017 

 2003-2011 

- Business Development Manager, Part-time Consultant, Athena AI, Remote 

- Product Manager - Portfolio, Corporate R&D, Shield AI, Remote 

- Founder/CEO De-Risking Strategies, Austin TX 

Co-Founder/CEO AI/ML Technology Solutions, Austin TX 

- Portfolio Manager - IRAD, Global Product Strategy, FLIR Systems, Santa Barbara CA 

- Software Product Manager, xMAP Technologies, Luminex Corporation, Austin TX 

- Product Manager, Thermography, Fluke Instruments, Everett WA 

- Strategic Marketing and Product Specialist, Honeywell Corporation, Des Plaines IL 

- Aircraft Maintenance Technician E-6, USAF Reserves, San Antonio TX 

 

Launched Products:  Alex Seguin 

eXeL AI Hand-On Development Kit – De-Risking Strategies + AI/ML Technology Solutions - Dec 2020 release 

 https://www.exelai.com →  Video Link 

U.S. Provisional Patent App. No. 63/117,291  

MUVE 360 PoC w/ Boston Dynamics SPOT - FLIR - April 2020 release 

  https://www.flirdetection.com/unmanned/muve-c360 --> Proof of Concept for BP mounted on SPOT. 

Fluke ii900 Acoustic Imager - Imaging Products Division- Fluke Instruments - May 2019 release 

  First to market Acoustic Imager - designed to find compressed air-leaks   ii900 Industrial Imager 

Fluke Ti450 Gas Find Thermal Imager -Imaging Products Division- Fluke Instuments - 2018 release 

  First to market gas find thermal imager  TI450 SF6 Camera,   TI450 PRO Camera 

Fluke PTI120 Thermal Imager with Asset Tagging - Fluke Instruments -2018 release 

  Pocket size thermal imager with first to market asset recognition  PTI120 Camera 

Honeywell – paraXylene Technologies:  Catalyst and Adsorbent Systems 

  Parex Process: ADS-47, TA-30, PxPlus, Ethyl Benzene: EBZ-800, Cumene: QZ2500/QZ2100H 

 

7. Foreign Citizens. 

None 

 

8. Facilities/Equipment.   

Initial prototyping will occur at our facilities, or with developers working remote. No involvement of hazardous material, nor 

will the prototyping involve concerns for environmental pollutants. Hardware-in-the-loop systems will be developed, to 

simulated expensive hardware test, and remain a core facilities. 

9. Subcontractors/Consultants.   

None.  Joint development work with be pursued with our partnership partners. 

10. Prior, Current or Pending Support of Similar Proposals or Awards. 

No prior, current, or pending support has been provided for proposed work. 

 

11. Commercialization Strategy.  

https://www.exelai.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hqutudJXF0
https://www.flirdetection.com/unmanned/muve-c360
https://www.fluke.com/en-us/product/industrial-imaging/sonic-industrial-imager-ii900
https://www.fluke.com/en-us/product/industrial-imaging/sonic-industrial-imager-ii900
https://www.fluke.com/en-us/product/thermal-cameras/ti450-sf6
https://www.fluke.com/en-us/product/thermal-cameras/ti450-pro
https://www.fluke.com/en-us/product/thermal-cameras/pocket-pti120
https://www.honeywellprocess.com/en-US/online_campaigns/CyberSecuritySummit/Pages/Doc/6.%20z8013A_HTSKuwait2017_Aromatics_Bhattacharya_09_26%20Approved.pdf
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Summary: This project aims to develop a multi-domain AI platform ecosystem for integration with IVAS, involving the 

integration of UGVs, UAS, and custom drones with eXeL AI’s real-time geo-location of targets of interest. It will 

require expertise in AI/ML training, sensor technology, data annotation and labeling, and software architecture, as well 

as modular compute options for different SWaP needs, hardware-in-the-loop simulation and AI agents and behaviors for 

mission planning. If successful, it will provide real-time insights to government and enterprise organizations through 

IVAS and monitors, reducing cognitive load to operators. 

 

Problem: The US Department of Defense is leveraging AI technology to gain asymmetric advantages, enhance mission 

readiness, and revolutionize military operations. ExeL AI has created a modular IVAS system that integrates mobility 

solutions with specialized sensors connected to each, and AI models tailored to the specific task. This system provides 

operators with increased situational awareness, improved decision support, and reduced risk to mission, force, and 

defense assets. This system offers operators a clear advantage, as they can efficiently assess risks and threats in real-time, 

and make informed decisions quickly. 

 

Product and Services: eXeL AI provides a comprehensive solution for customers who require sensor-mounted mobility 

solutions with AI insights. Our technology is ideal for US Park Rangers, Airforce Security Forces, Border Patrol, Bureau 

of Land Management, home-owners, and defense field operatives. Our monetization model allows customers to use our 

services with various payment options, while still getting the most out of their data. Our AI technology helps customers 

make educated decisions as they can quickly and accurately analyze data and make connections that may not be visible 

with traditional methods.  

 

Our solution also helps customers reduce key operational metrics such as Risk Assessment quality, Speed to Decision 

and Speed to Effect. This helps them leverage pay-for-performance and value-share models to extract ongoing value 

from DoD engagements that involve IVAS and synergistic deployments. Our technology has the potential to save 

customers up to two to five million dollars in losses per operation, reducing their total annual expenditure by up to $150 

million.  

 

In addition, eXeL AI offers hardware, subscription models, ML model development, and consulting services to help 

customers fast-track integration under tight resources. Our edge device allows for streaming data to be transferred and 

uploaded for analysis off-site, making the most of their resources and 

 

Business Model: The eXeL AI Platform Ecosystem provides a comprehensive solution to enhance security, reduce risk, and 

expedite decision-making and action. Through a fixed cost and subscription model, customers are able to implement a 

facility-wide baseline of object detection and timestamps, as well as ensure notifications are communicated to relevant 

parties. Additionally, customers have the option to purchase hardware and software with integrated Intelligent Video 

Analytics Systems (IVAS) to further upgrade their security systems and sensors. This comprehensive solution has the 

potential to increase safety through enhanced situational awareness, reduce risk, and improve speed to decisions and 

effect for a variety of scenarios. 

 

Target Market. The advances in robotics computer vision have opened up a wide range of potential applications, with the 

market growing at a CAGR of 30-75%, from $45M – 750M, according to Yole. With this in mind, at roughly $20M 

increased value capture, it is possible to develop AI solutions that can complete valuable tasks with limited human 

interaction, even at night.  

 

AI defense budgets were $278.2 million for fiscal year 2021, creating opportunities for cross-functional selling and 

extending consulting services. This technology can also be applied to high-risk industrial applications and security 

systems, such as border control, perimeter security, and high-end commercial property security.  

 

Overall, the potential benefits of robotics computer vision are vast and include increased safety, improved productivity, 

and enhanced security. With the right investments, this technology can become a powerful tool for both commercial and 

defense purposes. 
 

Roadmap:  Multi-homing of eXeL AI →Enhanced metrics monitoring→Improved Decisions & Risk Assessments 
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Marketing Strategy: The pre-product launch marketing strategy focuses on building trust with our future customers and 

establishing new integrations. Alpha, Beta, and post-product launch, we will add an additional focus to our marketing 

strategy: adjacent government applications. To accelerate in person development, we will host a series of challenges with 

crowdsourcing and gig economy participation. 

 

Pre-Product Launch:  

- Focus on building trust with our future customers by focusing on engagement and our shared interest in 

UAS/UGV/IVAS missions that leverage artificial intelligence.  

- Generate PR-generating content to expand across the United States leveraging major defense events, demos, and 

partnership only collaboration events. 

- Host a series of challenges to develop capability enhancements to get crowdsourcing and gig economy participation for 

the eXeL AI platform eco-system.  

 

Alpha, Beta, & Post-Product Launch:  

- Focus on adjacent government applications, using security based application videos, aligned to more affordable 

robotics and unmanned systems.  

- Generate thought leadership through demos.  

- Further cement our product as being a leader in the market, combining sensor, mobility, AI, risk assessments, and 

decision making. 
 

 

Funding history and requirements: Funds will be generated with internal cash-flow and investment.   

 

Commercialization Risks. The development of IVAS technology for use in unmanned aerial systems (UAS) and unmanned 

ground vehicles (UGV) presents a number of complex challenges that must be considered in order to ensure robustness 

and successful deployment. These include, but are not limited to, risks associated with testing, supply chain, resellers, 

distributors, and development partners. Testing of the technology must be conducted in a variety of environmental and 

field conditions in order to ensure its efficacy. Furthermore, the addition of capabilities such as field upgradable content 

and artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML) models, similar to those employed by Tesla, requires expertise in 

AI/ML training, data annotation and labeling, data augmentation, auto labeling, and security clearances. To meet 

different size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements, modular compute options must be available, and a software 

architecture must be in place to allow for the easy interchange of components. In order to facilitate the global 

development process, the rapid prototyping and testing of software code through hardware-in-the-loop simulations is 

essential. Additionally, AI agents and UAS/UGV flight behaviors can be utilized to create permission plans and simulate 

missions, thus reducing risk and allowing for more efficient post mission reviews. Finally, personnel risks, such as 

employee turnover and downsizing within defense contractors, must be taken into account when commercializing the 

technology. 

 

Expertise: We have the appropriate AI/ML talent, and like may companies in this space, leverage a network of partners and 

consultants in areas we need further expertise. 

 

Anticipated Commercialization Results: Growth of an additional $20-50M revenues per year. 

 

12. Technical Data Rights.  

   None. 
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Appendix 
 
Market Landscape & Relevant Programs of Record:  Unmanned UAS + UGV 
 

  
 

PDF + Videos:  
 
 
Inspired By: 

Events Videos Books & Magazines 

ITSEC 2021 
AUSA 2022 
IAPPA 2022 
AF Weapons Pitch Day 2022 

TESLA AI Day 2021 
TESLA AI Day 2020 
TESLA Car Owner* 
DARPA Dogfight Trials 
Cesium Unreal 5 

Army of None 
Kill Chain 
Future of War 
Army - AUSA 
National Defense 

A Thousand Brains 
Competing in the Age of AI 
AI Super Powers 
AI 2041 

   

Companies Products 

Palantir 
Anduril 
Shield AI 
FLIR 
Fluke 

Trillium Engineering 
RedCat 
(Teal/Tomahawk) 
Reveal 
Axen 
Honeywell 

Shield AIVBAT 
Shield AI Nova 
Tomahawk Kinesis 
FLIR Hadron 640R 
Honeywell SatCom 

Fluke SV600 
Fluke ii900/910 
eXeL AI Educational Kit 
 

 
Contacts and References: 
 
Deloitte:    Leo Hmelnitsky, Robert Duffy 
Professional:   Mark Holden, Clint Wiechert, Paul-Devin Kuettner 


